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A quiet cove at the edge of the Pacific Ocean is heir apparent to the raging debate over the Keystone XL
Pipeline.
With a massive natural gas terminal and its own power plant, the pipeline that's proposed to end at Coos Bay is
slated as one of the next lavish investments in our nation's continuing commitment to fossil fuels that propel the
climate crisis.
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Forget the compelling mantra of "energy independence." That goal has driven the engine of mining, drilling and
pumping across the coal, oil and gas fields of America ever since the Arab oil embargo of 1973. Who would
disagree that we should be less dependent on foreign oil? It drains our balance of payments, precipitates wars

and feeds the specter of terrorism.
For energy independence, we sacrificed American landscapes, waterways and communities from permafrost at Prudhoe Bay to BP blowouts on the Gulf
Coast, not to mention the scourge of Appalachian mountaintop removal and the fracking of gas in pockmarked well-fields poisoning groundwater from
Colorado to Pennsylvania.
But now, in a move that could define the phrase "bait-and-switch," the mantra is "export" by corporations that will profit more by selling home-grown fuel
abroad than by selling it here.
For export at Jordan Cove we would slice a pipeline swath through whole mountain ranges and enclaves of ancient forests for 230 miles from the West's
interior drylands to the Pacific. Crossings will put 400 streams at risk including Oregonians' cherished waters of the Klamath, Umpqua, Coquille and
Rogue rivers – all vital to endangered salmon and steelhead trout.
Coos Bay fingers through more acreage than any other West Coast estuary between the Columbia River and San Francisco. Water here pulses with
Pacific tides that nourish commercial and sport fisheries renowned for generations, but 5.6 million cubic yards would be dredged from those rich waters
and fertile wetlands for the berth of one gas-tanker alone.
Federal approval of this corporate project would prescribe the condemnation of private land in ranches, woodlands and neighborhoods. Nearly 700
private parcels – not to mention the human lives and legacies attached to them – would be sliced into pieces by the pipeline route. Corporate powers
would condemn this property in a way that's now criticized for even the most legitimate of public needs – let alone for the private profits of Jordan Cove's
chief investor in Alberta, Canada. All this would be sacrificed for export of gas from a thousand countrysides disabled by fracking across the interior of
America where toxic well water might be expected for decades if this pipeline is built. It's a lot to give up so that the industrial-military engine of China can
thrive.
For this plan (incidentally at ground-zero of the West Coast's tsunami zone and at a seismic hotspot where earthquakes exceeding any yet recorded in
America are predicted) the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission speciously gave a green light in November 2014 by ruling that "some limited adverse
environmental impact ... would be reduced to less-than-significant levels."
Millions of Americans and the core of our nation's leadership – minus those members of Congress who are bankrolled by the fossil fuel industries – got
the message that Keystone XL promised only more of the same in fossil fuel dependence while ignoring the fact that renewable energy has become
economic. Jordan Cove and its pipeline deserve the same veto – literal and symbolic – by a nation that must change its course if we are to face a
challenging future with hope for the generations to come.
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